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Introduction
▪ Firefighters are exposed to hazardous noise levels that can cause permanent hearing loss.1

▪ Firefighters are also exposed to toxic solvents that can be inhaled or absorbed through the skin during
the overhaul phase of a fire.

▪ Overhaul phase occurs after a fire has been extinguished and firefighters remove furnishings,
opens walls and pull ceiling to ensure there are no hot embers present.2

▪ During this phase firefighters are not required to wear their respiratory masks and use only
carbon monoxide detectors to ensure a safe environment.3

▪ Toxic concentrations of inhalants were measured during an overhaul phase that exceeds
NIOSH’s Immediately Dangerous to Life and Health air concentration values when firefighters
do not wear their protective respiratory equipment. 4

▪ Toxic solvents can originate from the burning of cleaning supplies, plastics, furniture, rubber, paints
and insulation.5

▪ Previous research has demonstrated that exposure to solvents can cause damage to the peripheral and
central auditory systems. 6-9

▪ The purpose of the present study, therefore, was to:
▪ Determine if firefighters are at an increased risk for auditory processing deficits.
▪ Assess if middle-aged firefighters have auditory processing deficits compared to younger

firefighters.

Methods
PARTICIPANTS
▪ Young Adult Firefighters: 6 adults 23-31 years of age (mean = 27.5), mean years as a firefighter = 7.7
▪ Middle-Aged Firefighters: 5 adults 49-54 years of age (mean = 51.2), mean years as a firefighter = 27.2  
▪ Inclusion criteria included:

▪ 1) normal otoscopy and tympanometry; 2) native speakers of English; 3) normal hearing 
(thresholds ≤ 25 dB at 250-2000 Hz) and no more than a mild loss at 4000 Hz 4) right-handed  

MATERIALS & PROCEDURES
▪ Audiometry

▪ Extended high-frequency thresholds were measured at 10,000 – 16,000 Hz
▪ Monaural right and left word recognition in quiet using NU-6 50-word list presented at 50 dB HL

▪ Adult Auditory Performance Scale (AAPS) 10

▪ 36-item questionnaire assessing self-perceived hearing difficulty both globally and in 6 different 
listening domains: noise, quiet, ideal, multiple inputs, auditory memory sequencing and auditory 
attention span

▪ Participants were asked on a scale of 0-5 how frequently they have difficulty in a certain listening 
condition

▪ Gaps-in-Noise (GIN) 11

▪ Detection of temporal gaps of 2-20 msec in a noise burst were obtained. 
▪ Participants were instructed to press a button when they heard gap(s)
▪ Presented at 50 dB HL via insert earphones

▪ Dichotic Word Recognition (DWR) 12

▪ Competing monosyllabic words were presented simultaneously 
▪ Three conditions: free recall, directed left, and directed right
▪ Presented at 50 dB HL via insert earphones

▪ Listening in Spatialized Noise (LiSN) 13

▪ Recognition of target sentences in a background of continuous discourse at varying SNRs in four 
conditions:

▪ Different Voices at 90◦, Same Voice at 90◦, Different Voices at 0◦, Same Voice at 0◦

▪ Participants were asked to repeat sentences
▪ The SNR was adjusted based on number of words correct
▪ Presented via Sennheiser headphones routed from an external soundcard

Figure 1. Mean pure tone thresholds for middle-aged (blue) and young adult (green)
firefighters. Error bars indicate one standard deviation.

The middle-aged firefighters had significantly (p < 0.05) poorer thresholds from 4,000-16,000
Hz compared to young adult firefighters.

Figure 2. Mean AAPS scores for middle-aged (blue bars) and young
adult (green bars) firefighters. Error bars indicate one standard
deviation. (MI = multiple inputs; AMS = auditory memory
sequencing; AAS = auditory attention span).

The middle-aged firefighters perceived significantly (p < 0.05) greater
difficulty listening across all conditions compared to young adult
firefighters.

Figures 3, 4, 5 & 6. Individual data presented as bivariate plots with AAPS noise subscale scores on the x-axis
and EHF thresholds on the y-axis. The line represents the regression from the mean.

Significant positive correlations were observed between EHF thresholds and the self-perception of hearing
difficulties in noise on the AAPS.

Blue symbols = Middle-aged firefighters

Green symbols = Young adult firefighters

Spatial Advantage & Self-Perception

Figures 7 & 8. Individual data presented as
bivariate plots with AAPS global (Fig 7) and
noise (Fig 8) scores on the x-axis and the
LiSN-S: Spatial Advantage on the y-axis. The
line represents the regression from the
mean.

Significant negative correlations were
observed between the LiSN-S: Spatial
Advantage and the AAPS.

Figures 9 & 10. Individual data presented as bivariate plots with AAPS scores on the x-axis and GIN thresholds on
the y-axis. The line represents the regression from the mean.

Significant positive correlations were observed between GIN Threshold and AAPS Global and Noise scores.

Conclusions

Figure 11. Mean GIN thresholds for middle-aged
(blue bars) and young adult (green bars) firefighters.
Error bars indicate one standard deviation.

Figure 12. Mean DWR conditions for middle-aged
(blue bars) and young adult (green bars) firefighters.
Error bars indicated 1 standard deviation. (FR = free
recall; DR = directed recall; EA = ear advantage).

▪ EHF Thresholds: EHF thresholds were significantly poorer for the middle-aged firefighters. This is likely 
due to the extended duration (20+ years) of occupational noise exposure. 

▪ Self-Perceived Hearing Difficulty: Middle-aged firefighters exhibited significantly greater degrees of 
hearing difficulty on all AAPS conditions. Further, AAPS scores were significantly correlated with both EHF 
thresholds and auditory processing (LiSN-S spatial advantage and GIN thresholds), suggesting that the 
exposure of noise and ototoxic inhalants overtime can contribute to deficits in peripheral and central 
auditory processing. 

▪ Auditory Processing: No significant differences between groups were observed, likely due to the small 
sample size. 

▪ Conclusions and Clinical Importance: 
▪ Both poorer EHF hearing and auditory processing deficits appear to contribute to the perception of 

hearing difficulty.
▪ Over 95% of firefighters believe that good hearing is critical for job performance and over 90% 

believe that hearing loss/difficulties can contribute to work related injuries and/or safety concerns. 14

▪ Study results suggest that firefighters should be assessed annually for both EHF hearing and auditory 
processing.
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